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See www.dadodoor.com and go to to Downloads tab.  
>>>>>> Please review these PDF’s online <<<<<<<
>Framing Guide
>Single Track Example (reference photos of a mock up)
>Single Track Info
>Dual Track Info (For bi part doors)
>Track Profile Section View
>Master Controller Spec
>Wiring Overview

Plan on the Master location to keep motor cables under 25’ total length.

*DO NOT roll up the CAT5 cable and the 3 conductor cable to the motor 
in a roll together.  Keep separate if you have to roll up excess.  Try to keep 
motor CAT5 and motor 3 conductor loose from each other.  Use wire ties
To secure cables to side of motor.  Don’t let cables hang off connector 
as the connectors can get broken off if the cables are pulled on.  If 
using conduit for cables to motor, use 2 conduits to keep cables 
separate.

For AUX input connections to buttons and relays, if the relay or button will 
be more than a few feet from the AUX input terminal block, use shielded 
cable and tie the drain to the Ground inputs on the AUX.

DO NOT ADJUST TORQUE without prior discussion to do so. It is set to 
be correct.  Contact Dado Door at 4046622525 or info@dadodoor.com for 
install assistance.

***When you are ready to program the system, call Dado Door and 
we can assist over the phone to make the set up easy***

If you attempt to turn on the power by yourself, if the door begins to 
CLOSE on power up during the HOMING process, then the belt is on 
backwards and the direction must be changed in the controller.  Kill 
power at once or door will bang into the wall.  Call Dado Door to change 
settings on initial install( in MENU > MTR DIR  1 = Reverse)

AUX INPUTS
Unless otherwise specified, the inputs to the AUX will be 1=Open. 2= 
Close 3 = Toggle Door 4=HOLD mode( hold door open if using 
AutoClose).  Inputs 1, 2, 3 Normally Open, Momentary.   Input 4 when 
using Hold Mode will require latching the contact.
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CAT5 cables should be 

1 Blue
2 Blue White
3 Orange
4 Orange White
5 Brown
6 Brown White
7 Green
8 Green White

If using the LCD Touch Screen,   ONLY use a few drops of flexible silicon 
on each side to hold it in the drywall.  If you put a bead all around then 
you may destroy the faceplate or drywall to remove the LCD in the future. 

The LCD on the inside of the room will connect Touch Panel port B
The LCD on the outside connects to Touch Panel port A
You can lock the door with the LOCK icon from the inside.  
The secret unlock method from the outside is to press the LOCK icon 7 
times at around 1 per second.  You will see the LED turn from Red to 
Green after 7 presses.  

For Glass doors,  see Downloads: Door Guides, Glass Drill Schematic 
(for holes in glass).   See Door Guide info

Bi Parting Doors:  See Downloads > Dual Track Info to see how the belt 
runs to each door.  The belt is shipped as one piece, and cut to fit each 
door. Push the doors together, install bel on motor side, leave 1” excess 
on the belt clamps, cut and then run the belt to the pulley block side.  

For joining tracks together:  In some cases it is not possible to ship
Longer than 96” tubes.  Therefore tracks must be butt joined using a 45 
degree cut.  Be sure the roller surface is flush together with no gap. After
Joining the track, use 220 sandpaper on the roller surface side to make 
sure the transition is very smooth with both sides flush with no burred 
edges.  

Belt should be snug so it feels firm,  not bouncing around.  Do not 
overtighten belt.  

Drill 1” diameter holes in the header to put the threaded rods through.  

Use the provided 1/4-20 x 5/8” Button Head bolts to attach aluminum
I-Beam track to the plastic Track Hanger Brackets.  

Position the black plastic Track Hanger Brackets on the track as shown 
below.  Spread the hangers evenly, the average will be around 15” 
spacing.

It is best to not try to level the track prior to installing the door.  Level the 
track AFTER the door is installed. Put the door in the fully open position 
and plumb the door using the nuts on TOP of the header.  Then put the 
door in the fully closed position and plumb the door. When level in all 
positions,  tighten the nuts on bottom of the header with a 9/16” open 
end wrench. Do NOT ADJUST the door height using the pin in the roller.

Install the belt as shown in the drawings for Single Track Info and Dual 
Track Info PDF on the Download page.  Notice the white plastic tabs on 
the rollers as to how they are facing each other. 

Be sure the aluminum track and rollers are clean after install to avoid 
noise motion.  Drywall dust should be checked and removed at an active 
construction.  

Motor

Home Switch Pulley
Block
(Idler)

Rod

12” 8”

The AUX input board is an OPTIONAL terminal block input board that allows dry 
contact closure control from external buttons/relays etc.  ***Do not allow rear of circuit 
board to make contact with anything metal.  Use a screw to secure the board to the 
wall behind the master.   

Connect the 5VDC terminal to your switch, then back to the input.  NEVER connect 
any external voltage to the AUX input.  You will kill the Master Controller.  

Default Input Functions:
1 - Open (Momentary).  (Also used for Motion Sensor input)
2 - Close (Momentary)
3 -Toggle (move to opposite side) (Momentary)
4 - Hold Open Mode ( when using Auto-Close) 
    (Latching contact, door opens and stays open
     While contact is closed)
5V -  This is the internal 5VDC voltage - Use Care - do not SHORT to GND!!
G - Ground

Momentary closure, Normally Open, 100ms to 1sec max

Use a short CAT5 to the Dado Master Controller less than 12”(this is provided).

IMPORTANT:  Use shielded cable on inputs longer than 24”, tie the shield/drain to the 
AUX GROUND terminal to reduce noise on the inputs.  

Do not exceed 30’ cable length for any input.  A special adapter (not included) is 
required for longer runs.  Try to put home automation relay banks at the Dado Master 
Controller to keep cables short on the AUX.  

Dado Door AUX Input Board 

CAT5
Port

1 2 3 G 5V4 G 5V

*Newer version shown(Older version had different order box inputs).
Observe the numbers on the circuit board

Connect Home Switch wires to the small motor connector.  Do Not allow
Cables to Home Switch to get caught on Belt. Use wire ties.  

15”
15” 15”

Typical Layout
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Position the black plastic Track Hanger Brackets on the track as shown 
below.  Spread the hangers evenly, the average will be around 15” 
spacing.

It is best to not try to level the track prior to installing the door.  Level the 
track AFTER the door is installed. Put the door in the fully open position 
and plumb the door using the nuts on TOP of the header.  Then put the 
door in the fully closed position and plumb the door. When level in all 
positions,  tighten the nuts on bottom of the header with a 9/16” open 
end wrench. Do NOT ADJUST the door height using the pin in the roller.

Install the belt as shown in the drawings for Single Track Info and Dual 
Track Info PDF on the Download page.  Notice the white plastic tabs on 
the rollers as to how they are facing each other. 

Be sure the aluminum track and rollers are clean after install to avoid 
noise motion.  Drywall dust should be checked and removed at an active 
construction.  

Motor

Home Switch Pulley
Block
(Idler)

Rod

12” 8”

The AUX input board is an OPTIONAL terminal block input board that allows dry 
contact closure control from external buttons/relays etc.  ***Do not allow rear of circuit 
board to make contact with anything metal.  Use a screw to secure the board to the 
wall behind the master.   

Connect the 5VDC terminal to your switch, then back to the input.  NEVER connect 
any external voltage to the AUX input.  You will kill the Master Controller.  

Default Input Functions:
1 - Open (Momentary).  (Also used for Motion Sensor input)
2 - Close (Momentary)
3 -Toggle (move to opposite side) (Momentary)
4 - Hold Open Mode ( when using Auto-Close) 
    (Latching contact, door opens and stays open
     While contact is closed)
5V -  This is the internal 5VDC voltage - Use Care - do not SHORT to GND!!
G - Ground

Momentary closure, Normally Open, 100ms to 1sec max

Use a short CAT5 to the Dado Master Controller less than 12”(this is provided).

IMPORTANT:  Use shielded cable on inputs longer than 24”, tie the shield/drain to the 
AUX GROUND terminal to reduce noise on the inputs.  

Do not exceed 30’ cable length for any input.  A special adapter (not included) is 
required for longer runs.  Try to put home automation relay banks at the Dado Master 
Controller to keep cables short on the AUX.  

Dado Door AUX Input Board 

CAT5
Port

1 2 3 G 5V4 G 5V

*Newer version shown(Older version had different order box inputs).
Observe the numbers on the circuit board

Connect Home Switch wires to the small motor connector.  Do Not allow
Cables to Home Switch to get caught on Belt. Use wire ties.  
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See www.dadodoor.com and go to to Downloads tab.  
>>>>>> Please review these PDF’s online <<<<<<<
>Framing Guide
>Single Track Example (reference photos of a mock up)
>Single Track Info
>Dual Track Info (For bi part doors)
>Track Profile Section View
>Master Controller Spec
>Wiring Overview

Plan on the Master location to keep motor cables under 25’ total length.

*DO NOT roll up the CAT5 cable and the 3 conductor cable to the motor 
in a roll together.  Keep separate if you have to roll up excess.  Try to keep 
motor CAT5 and motor 3 conductor loose from each other.  Use wire ties
To secure cables to side of motor.  Don’t let cables hang off connector 
as the connectors can get broken off if the cables are pulled on.  If 
using conduit for cables to motor, use 2 conduits to keep cables 
separate.

For AUX input connections to buttons and relays, if the relay or button will 
be more than a few feet from the AUX input terminal block, use shielded 
cable and tie the drain to the Ground inputs on the AUX.

DO NOT ADJUST TORQUE without prior discussion to do so. It is set to 
be correct.  Contact Dado Door at 4046622525 or info@dadodoor.com for 
install assistance.

***When you are ready to program the system, call Dado Door and 
we can assist over the phone to make the set up easy***

If you attempt to turn on the power by yourself, if the door begins to 
CLOSE on power up during the HOMING process, then the belt is on 
backwards and the direction must be changed in the controller.  Kill 
power at once or door will bang into the wall.  Call Dado Door to change 
settings on initial install( in MENU > MTR DIR  1 = Reverse)

AUX INPUTS
Unless otherwise specified, the inputs to the AUX will be 1=Open. 2= 
Close 3 = Toggle Door 4=HOLD mode( hold door open if using 
AutoClose).  Inputs 1, 2, 3 Normally Open, Momentary.   Input 4 when 
using Hold Mode will require latching the contact.

Dado Door Install Info 
(Include in box)

Page 2

CAT5 cables should be 

1 Blue
2 Blue White
3 Orange
4 Orange White
5 Brown
6 Brown White
7 Green
8 Green White

If using the LCD Touch Screen,   ONLY use a few drops of flexible silicon 
on each side to hold it in the drywall.  If you put a bead all around then 
you may destroy the faceplate or drywall to remove the LCD in the future. 

The LCD on the inside of the room will connect Touch Panel port B
The LCD on the outside connects to Touch Panel port A
You can lock the door with the LOCK icon from the inside.  
The secret unlock method from the outside is to press the LOCK icon 7 
times at around 1 per second.  You will see the LED turn from Red to 
Green after 7 presses.  

For Glass doors,  see Downloads: Door Guides, Glass Drill Schematic 
(for holes in glass).   See Door Guide info

Bi Parting Doors:  See Downloads > Dual Track Info to see how the belt 
runs to each door.  The belt is shipped as one piece, and cut to fit each 
door. Push the doors together, install bel on motor side, leave 1” excess 
on the belt clamps, cut and then run the belt to the pulley block side.  

For joining tracks together:  In some cases it is not possible to ship
Longer than 96” tubes.  Therefore tracks must be butt joined using a 45 
degree cut.  Be sure the roller surface is flush together with no gap. After
Joining the track, use 220 sandpaper on the roller surface side to make 
sure the transition is very smooth with both sides flush with no burred 
edges.  

Belt should be snug so it feels firm,  not bouncing around.  Do not 
overtighten belt.  

Drill 1” diameter holes in the header to put the threaded rods through.  

Use the provided 1/4-20 x 5/8” Button Head bolts to attach aluminum
I-Beam track to the plastic Track Hanger Brackets.  

Position the black plastic Track Hanger Brackets on the track as shown 
below.  Spread the hangers evenly, the average will be around 15” 
spacing.

It is best to not try to level the track prior to installing the door.  Level the 
track AFTER the door is installed. Put the door in the fully open position 
and plumb the door using the nuts on TOP of the header.  Then put the 
door in the fully closed position and plumb the door. When level in all 
positions,  tighten the nuts on bottom of the header with a 9/16” open 
end wrench. Do NOT ADJUST the door height using the pin in the roller.

Install the belt as shown in the drawings for Single Track Info and Dual 
Track Info PDF on the Download page.  Notice the white plastic tabs on 
the rollers as to how they are facing each other. 

Be sure the aluminum track and rollers are clean after install to avoid 
noise motion.  Drywall dust should be checked and removed at an active 
construction.  
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Block
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The AUX input board is an OPTIONAL terminal block input board that allows dry 
contact closure control from external buttons/relays etc.  ***Do not allow rear of circuit 
board to make contact with anything metal.  Use a screw to secure the board to the 
wall behind the master.   

Connect the 5VDC terminal to your switch, then back to the input.  NEVER connect 
any external voltage to the AUX input.  You will kill the Master Controller.  

Default Input Functions:
1 - Open (Momentary).  (Also used for Motion Sensor input)
2 - Close (Momentary)
3 -Toggle (move to opposite side) (Momentary)
4 - Hold Open Mode ( when using Auto-Close) 
    (Latching contact, door opens and stays open
     While contact is closed)
5V -  This is the internal 5VDC voltage - Use Care - do not SHORT to GND!!
G - Ground

Momentary closure, Normally Open, 100ms to 1sec max

Use a short CAT5 to the Dado Master Controller less than 12”(this is provided).

IMPORTANT:  Use shielded cable on inputs longer than 24”, tie the shield/drain to the 
AUX GROUND terminal to reduce noise on the inputs.  

Do not exceed 30’ cable length for any input.  A special adapter (not included) is 
required for longer runs.  Try to put home automation relay banks at the Dado Master 
Controller to keep cables short on the AUX.  

Dado Door AUX Input Board 

CAT5
Port

1 2 3 G 5V4 G 5V

*Newer version shown(Older version had different order box inputs).
Observe the numbers on the circuit board

Connect Home Switch wires to the small motor connector.  Do Not allow
Cables to Home Switch to get caught on Belt. Use wire ties.  
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Plan on the Master location to keep motor cables under 25’ total length.
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in a roll together.  Keep separate if you have to roll up excess.  Try to keep 
motor CAT5 and motor 3 conductor loose from each other.  Use wire ties
To secure cables to side of motor.  Don’t let cables hang off connector 
as the connectors can get broken off if the cables are pulled on.  If 
using conduit for cables to motor, use 2 conduits to keep cables 
separate.

For AUX input connections to buttons and relays, if the relay or button will 
be more than a few feet from the AUX input terminal block, use shielded 
cable and tie the drain to the Ground inputs on the AUX.

DO NOT ADJUST TORQUE without prior discussion to do so. It is set to 
be correct.  Contact Dado Door at 4046622525 or info@dadodoor.com for 
install assistance.

***When you are ready to program the system, call Dado Door and 
we can assist over the phone to make the set up easy***

If you attempt to turn on the power by yourself, if the door begins to 
CLOSE on power up during the HOMING process, then the belt is on 
backwards and the direction must be changed in the controller.  Kill 
power at once or door will bang into the wall.  Call Dado Door to change 
settings on initial install( in MENU > MTR DIR  1 = Reverse)

AUX INPUTS
Unless otherwise specified, the inputs to the AUX will be 1=Open. 2= 
Close 3 = Toggle Door 4=HOLD mode( hold door open if using 
AutoClose).  Inputs 1, 2, 3 Normally Open, Momentary.   Input 4 when 
using Hold Mode will require latching the contact.
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If using the LCD Touch Screen,   ONLY use a few drops of flexible silicon 
on each side to hold it in the drywall.  If you put a bead all around then 
you may destroy the faceplate or drywall to remove the LCD in the future. 

The LCD on the inside of the room will connect Touch Panel port B
The LCD on the outside connects to Touch Panel port A
You can lock the door with the LOCK icon from the inside.  
The secret unlock method from the outside is to press the LOCK icon 7 
times at around 1 per second.  You will see the LED turn from Red to 
Green after 7 presses.  

For Glass doors,  see Downloads: Door Guides, Glass Drill Schematic 
(for holes in glass).   See Door Guide info

Bi Parting Doors:  See Downloads > Dual Track Info to see how the belt 
runs to each door.  The belt is shipped as one piece, and cut to fit each 
door. Push the doors together, install bel on motor side, leave 1” excess 
on the belt clamps, cut and then run the belt to the pulley block side.  

For joining tracks together:  In some cases it is not possible to ship
Longer than 96” tubes.  Therefore tracks must be butt joined using a 45 
degree cut.  Be sure the roller surface is flush together with no gap. After
Joining the track, use 220 sandpaper on the roller surface side to make 
sure the transition is very smooth with both sides flush with no burred 
edges.  

Belt should be snug so it feels firm,  not bouncing around.  Do not 
overtighten belt.  

Drill 1” diameter holes in the header to put the threaded rods through.  

Use the provided 1/4-20 x 5/8” Button Head bolts to attach aluminum
I-Beam track to the plastic Track Hanger Brackets.  

Position the black plastic Track Hanger Brackets on the track as shown 
below.  Spread the hangers evenly, the average will be around 15” 
spacing.

It is best to not try to level the track prior to installing the door.  Level the 
track AFTER the door is installed. Put the door in the fully open position 
and plumb the door using the nuts on TOP of the header.  Then put the 
door in the fully closed position and plumb the door. When level in all 
positions,  tighten the nuts on bottom of the header with a 9/16” open 
end wrench. Do NOT ADJUST the door height using the pin in the roller.

Install the belt as shown in the drawings for Single Track Info and Dual 
Track Info PDF on the Download page.  Notice the white plastic tabs on 
the rollers as to how they are facing each other. 

Be sure the aluminum track and rollers are clean after install to avoid 
noise motion.  Drywall dust should be checked and removed at an active 
construction.  
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The AUX input board is an OPTIONAL terminal block input board that allows dry 
contact closure control from external buttons/relays etc.  ***Do not allow rear of circuit 
board to make contact with anything metal.  Use a screw to secure the board to the 
wall behind the master.   

Connect the 5VDC terminal to your switch, then back to the input.  NEVER connect 
any external voltage to the AUX input.  You will kill the Master Controller.  

Default Input Functions:
1 - Open (Momentary).  (Also used for Motion Sensor input)
2 - Close (Momentary)
3 -Toggle (move to opposite side) (Momentary)
4 - Hold Open Mode ( when using Auto-Close) 
    (Latching contact, door opens and stays open
     While contact is closed)
5V -  This is the internal 5VDC voltage - Use Care - do not SHORT to GND!!
G - Ground

Momentary closure, Normally Open, 100ms to 1sec max

Use a short CAT5 to the Dado Master Controller less than 12”(this is provided).

IMPORTANT:  Use shielded cable on inputs longer than 24”, tie the shield/drain to the 
AUX GROUND terminal to reduce noise on the inputs.  

Do not exceed 30’ cable length for any input.  A special adapter (not included) is 
required for longer runs.  Try to put home automation relay banks at the Dado Master 
Controller to keep cables short on the AUX.  
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*Newer version shown(Older version had different order box inputs).
Observe the numbers on the circuit board

Connect Home Switch wires to the small motor connector.  Do Not allow
Cables to Home Switch to get caught on Belt. Use wire ties.  
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